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Revolutionary micro-mobility company changing the game with safer,
eco-conscious transportation

BOAZ BIKES



The Problem

Scooter injuries are on the rise 

Current scooter operators are inefficient

Municipalities are upset with current operators

There is an unaddressed market of riders who

are older and/or live in smaller cities



Boaz is 6.3x More Safe: Scooters on average have 19

accidents per 100,000 rides. Boaz averages only 3

accidents per 100,000 rides

Boaz is 4.1x More Cost-Efficient: Competitors spend

~$54K per month on re-charging a fleet of 500 vehicles.

Whereas we spend only ~$16K.

Boaz builds long lasting relationships with cities:

Cities issue out permits to operators. Boaz top notch

operations solve majority of the issues that cities are

dealing with. 

The SOLUTION



 Seat: lower center of gravity

 Side Mirrors: Safe driving in the street

 Turn Signals: Notify cars of turns to help prevent

accidents

 Larger Foot Deck: to ride comfortably with feet side by

side instead of one behind the other

 Bigger tires: To go over bumps & cracks in the roads

 Foldable Neck: to help transport more vehicles at once

(cuts operations cost 

 Basket: hands-free riding

 Industrial kickstand: to cut down on vehicle tip overs

(eye soar for cities)
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PRODUCT

Our cutting edge next generation patent pending Model 3 vehicle will be completed by mid June.
Viewing is available now if you're comfortable with signing an NDA. Email us at info@boazbikes.com 



Unqiue safety features not seen anywhere else in the
market

PRODUCT

Swappable batteries to create efficiency and save money

Backend that uses AI to help find hot spots around the city
to relocate vehicles in different areas at different times of
the day. Over 10,000 app downloads to date and more
than 30,000 rides taken



TEAM

CEO COO CMO CFO

Devoted the last 5 years to solving
the first and last mile
transportation problem in
America. Serial entrepreneur who
built a multi-million dollar retail
business that he later sold. True
Visionary who is laser focused on
making the world better.

Helped build operations for early
Uber, launched SF, LA, & SD
markets. Cofounded an Uber
competitor company, took
company from $0 to $2 Million
annual revenue. Company
acquired Apple, Inc. as largest
customer, with 6k downloads on
launch day.

Helped companies achieve results
such as a 400% increase in
website conversions and a 220%
growth in sales. Hubspot Certified
professional with a certificate in
Women’s Entrepreneurship from
Cornell University.

Helped lead SportsRecruits to
their 1st year of profitability.
Helped startups raise millions in
seed funding. Ran financials for a
health care company with over $9
Billion in revenue.



SUCCESS TO DATE

Key differentiators such as swappable batteries, employees instead of
contractors, operating AI, and highly-functional sensors allowing us to
cut costs while maintaining a better experience.

From 2019 to 2020 our revenues have increased by more than
double as well, making Boaz more profitable than its competitors
with average revenue per ride over $12. 
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Revenue Per Vehicle Per Day: $32.50

Employee cost: $5.15
Repair Cost: $1.04
Operational cost: $3.72
Completely Destroyed: $0.36

Expenses Per Vehicle Per Day: 

Vehicles are paid off in 26 Days Expense vs. Revenue



LTV- $10,211 per vehicle
ROI- 2,453% per vehicle

(Vehicles are paid off in less than 26 days or 53 rides)
 

Life of Vehicles (design to last 5 years)
~1350 rides or ~22 months in rotation

(based on our current pilot)
 

~80% Gross Margins in Detroit (summer)
~61% Gross Margins for the full year

Metrics
Our Model 2 vehicles cost $400 per unit

compared to $750-$1300 from competitors 
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Financial Projections 

Operational expenses

Total revenue
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INVESTMENT
Currently raising a round of $2M with a $35M safe note to cover:

Manufacture and ship back 2,000 additional bikes ~42.5%; 
Expansion into 5 cities ~20% (Equipment, parts, warehouse, and marketing); 
Salary (CMO,CEO,COO,CFO,CTO) ~10% (4 months burn rate); 
Secured permits in 10 more cities ~5% (Including the expansion in 5 cities); 
Insurance ~8.75% (To cover the new 1280 vehicles along with the 2000 new vehicles), 
Model 3 fully working prototype ~2.5%; 
Updated mobile app ~1.75%; 
Miscellaneous (safety net, etc) ~2%; 
Wefunder intermediary fee ~7.5%

successful completion of raise By end of June
Will allow us to reach ~$3M in monthly revenue by November 2021. It will also help us
secure our Series A (9-Figure expected valuation) by the end of September. Which we will
use to propel us into 60+ markets in 2022. 



projected TimeLine

Cities are projected and not actual secured permits. Currently running our secret pilot in Dallas
Tx until end of July. If successful (looking good so far) this time line will change drastically, and we
will be able to penetrate more cities w/o high dollar permits and insurance cost. Therefore
changing the micro-mobility industry for everyone.   


